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Introduction

With the aim of seamlessly integrating static and dynamic typing, and hence harnessing the advantages of both typing disciplines, gradual typing [3,4,8] allows to
fine-tune the distribution of static and dynamic type checking in a program. To
accomplish this, gradual typing introduces the dynamic type, which stands for
unknown type information, and the consistency relation, required for the comparison of types with dynamic components. By annotating lambda-abstractions
with the dynamic type, one can delay type checking of that expression until
run-time. By deciding to add or remove dynamic type annotations, the quantity
of static and dynamic type checking also varies. Types that are compared with
the consistency relation need to be checked at run-time, to ensure program correctness. Run-time checks are performed via casts, which check the actual type
of expressions against its expected type. To illustrate, consider the expression
(λx : Dyn . x + 1) true. It clearly has a type error, however, by adding the
dynamic type, we are delaying the type checking to runtime, so this error will
only be uncovered when the program is running.
The successful application [8] of gradual typing to the parametric polymorphic Hindley-Milner (HM) type system [7, 10, 16] marks an important breakthrough, showing that it is possible to apply it to statically typed functional
programming languages, which typically include polymorphism, such as Haskell
or ML.
Intersection types, originally defined in [5], extend the simply typed lambdacalculus [9], by adding to the language of types an intersection operator ∩ and
allowing the same terms to be typed with different types. Thus, intersection
types provide a form of polymorphism, called discrete polymorphism, in which
it is possible to explicitly indicate every single instance of a type. Type systems
based on these types are able to type more programs than the HM type system,
some are able to type all the strongly normalizing terms, and also allow for
increased expressiveness when describing instances of polymorphic types. Since
the original publication, several other contributions have been published, which
focus on different aspects of intersection types, such as refined and improved type
systems [2, 6, 15, 17]; type inference and fragments [11, 13, 14] and surveys [1]. A
reccuring example of an expression typed with intersection types is λx . x x.
By assigning type α → β ∩ α to the variable x, the expression is typed with
(α → β ∩ α) → β.
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Although the type inference problem for intersection types is not decidable in
general, it becomes decidable for finite rank fragments of the general system [13,
14]. In particular, rank 2 intersection types have a type inference problem which
is near in complexity to type inference for parametric polymorphic programming
languages such as ML, while typing more programs than ML [11, 12].
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Research Plan

My research nowadays consists in developing functional languages and static
verification mechanisms that integrate intersection types with gradual typing.
Problem being addressed and it’s relevance Given both the advantages of
gradual typing and intersection types, the potential of harnessing the advantages
of both verification techniques was what compelled me to pursue my current research topic. The integration of these two verification techniques is technically
challenging due to their fundamentally different properties. In gradual typing,
the type that will be assigned to a variable is the type in the annotation, while
in intersection types, it can be one instance of a polymorphic type. Further,
since the original casts introduced by [4] are not prepared to deal with intersection types, a new compilation and operational semantics must be defined to
accommodate the different properties of these two techniques. There are few intersection type implementations, such as [17], so I believe my work will help the
development and implementation of intersection type-based languages.
My solution Currently, my solution to integrate the two techniques in a type
system and type inference mechanisms follows standard practice in the area. In
the case of the type system, the solution consists of adding new type rules which
deal directly with intersection types, to the gradual type system. Developing a
type inference mechanism is more challenging. In this case, my research focus
on extending previous algorithms for finite rank intersection types to deal with
gradual types. This extension has some serious challenges and our first algorithm
for rank 2 types defines a non-deterministic procedure to infer a set of most
general types. As future work, I also want to develop a compilation phase which
inserts appropriate casts and operational semantics based on the blame calculus,
able to verify gradual intersection types at run-time.
Research Approach After getting up to date on the state of the art, my goal
is to develop a type system with the intended properties I seek. Then, it follows a
proof of soundness and the verification of several correctness criteria of the new
type system with respect to a new operational semantics for a core-language
explicitly typed with gradual intersection types. This type system and the underlined operational semantics for the language are going to be implemented in
Haskell with the aim of a future integration on Core-Haskell. Finally, my goal
is to devise a type inference mechanism for a finite rank restriction of the type
system and verify its correctness and, eventually, its completeness.
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Expected Contribution The ultimate goal of this work is to develop and
implement a functional programming language which enables both intersection
types and gradual typing while also automatically inferring types for programs.
Several intermediate technical results that will stem from my research and will
aid in reaching the ultimate goal are the specification of annotated intersection
type systems, combining gradual typing with intersection types into a correct
type system, the definition of an operational semantics which will allow the use of
intersection types in a gradual framework, and finally a type inference algorithm
for this new hybrid type system. All these technical results are expected to be
proved correct using formal proofs and/or automated proofs.
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Progress to date and current state of research

To date, I have defined a first draft of a gradual system with intersection
types [19], although much work still has to be done. Currently, I’m developing
a gradual intersection type system, which already has all its associated gradual
criteria proofs [18]. I also defined a type inference algorithm for a rank 2 gradual
intersection type system which was accepted for presentation at the symposium
Trends in Functional Programming 2019 [20]. Next, I will start working on the
compilation phase and the definition of an operational semantics with casts for
dynamic type checking and relate this type aware semantics with the original
type system.
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